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Senior Composition Recital:
Jacob Kerzner

Ford Hall
Friday, April 13th, 2018
7:00 pm



Program

seeking  (2016)
Kai Hedin, violin

contraption (2018)
Laurel Albinder, flute

Griffin Charyn, clarinet
Kai Hedin, violin

David Shane, cello
Katie McInerney, percussion

Ian Lisi, percussion

sooner or later (2018)
 (for solo piano)

Pause

on the shelf for now (2018)
(for voice and live electronics)

on Time  (2017)
I. in this short Life
II. look back on Time

for SATB chamber choir

nothing in the world  (2017)
I. endless shadow
II. what fools
III. Landscape to the Left and Right

Drew Carr, tenor

I can't feel a thing (from Frequencies) (2015)
lyrics by Seth Roseman

performed by Lea Sevola

This recital is in fulfillment of the degree B.M. in Music Composition. Jacob
Kerzner is from the studio of Jorge Villavicencio Grossmann.



Program Notes
Each and every piece on this program holds a very specific
meaning for me. Some are dedicated to friends, present and
past, some are monuments to very specific times in my life.
Some I am incredibly proud of, some I can't stand any more.
Some were finished yesterday, some written before I even
came to Ithaca College.  Some might live on for a while, some
may never be performed again.  No matter what, I wouldn't be
the same person or musician without having taken the time
and energy to explore these musical ideas.

Thanks to Dr. Grossmann and Dr. Sammoutis for always
pushing me forward.

Thanks to all of the performers for contributing their incredible
talent to some of my music.

Thanks to my friends for understanding the nights when I'd
stay home and cram for my next deadline.

And thank you for taking the time to listen. 

Chamber Choir Members

Soprano Tenor    

Imogen Mills Adam Tarpey
Erin O'Rourke Matthew Coveney
Sage Stoakly Max Kiesling
Annie Brady Brendan Duffy

Alto Bass   

Jes Voutsinas Marshall Pokrentowski
Christine DeNobile Josiah Spellman
Michelle Shaubi Sean Gatta
Catherine Barr Logan Mednick 
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